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Sure enough, there is no lack of books about European history. ln search of a common history of the now unitied continent, several scholars have begun exploring the poteniial

all have one thing in comon: The rest of the world does not play much of a role. These works all advocate a view of Europe lhat explains Europe largely out of itself. ln contrast,

be understood without its entanglement with the extra-European world.

For this reason, the conference organizers saw the time ripe to challenge the way European history has been written until now and to test a new approach to the history of the

continent. As SVEN BECKERT (Cambridge, USA) e&lained in his introductory remarks, the long-term objective of this endeavor was a cosmopoliian European history that was

conference on European history where most of the participants cam from extra-European countries, and pointed out that the approach to European histor might be quite differenl

when done trom Lumbashi, Seoul or Buenos Aires than from Paris, London or Freiburg. JÖRN LEONHARD (Freiburg, Germny) emphasised in his welcore address the signiflcance

as the nation state, Europe or "the West'.

colonialism led to a mderniätion of lndia by pointing out that the subcontinent had been a global economic power for many centuries, which eported cotton texiiles all over the

world before coming under colonial rute. The only thing Europe had to offer at that time had been 90 d robbed from Latin America. Coloniaiism, in his view, was motivated by the

two centurjes and therewith financed the emergence of the British Empire as a hegemnic power in the 1gth century.

MARCEL NGANDU MUTOMBO (Lumbashi, DR Congo) illustrated the colonial world order by referring to the interdependence between Belgium and its colony Congo. Not only was

Congo compelled to ship all its exports to Belgium, but it also had to purchase all imports from Belgium after 1908 and was financing the war efforts of Belgium during World War

supported processes of modernisation in the Belgian rctherland.

A gtobat perspective on European industrializtion was also provided by KENNETH POIVlERANZ (lruine, USA). He pointed out that until the end of the 1 8th century, the economic

developrent of China was quite similar to that of Europe and productivity in the Yangzi Delta was even higher than anywhere in Europe. Why did this change by the end of the 1gth

source. Second, imports of raw materials and foodstuffs allowed population groMh and cheaper production in the OId World.

Also PRATIK CHAKRABARTI (Kent, UK) alluded to the non-Western origins of many European scientific discoveries by refering to both, the fact that many materials brought to

of non-European inventories of knowledge.

In his comment, MARCEL VAN DER LINDEN (Amsterdam, Netherlands) challenged the notion that colonialism had only had the objective of economic gain by pointing out that many

to the UK.

decolonisation after 1945.

JIE-HYUN tll\,4 (Seoul, South Korea) asked about the influence of colonialism on mass dictatorship. He argued that modernity was not something that evolved in the Western

metropole to spread out lo the peripher but was the result of transnational exchange. ln his eyes the visjon of ethnic purity, with which National Socialism was obsessed, had its

analogy in the racist underpinnings of the colonial world view.

Adelman's presentation the role of resources from colonial possessions for the European powers' ability to wage war had not been pursued adequately.

ln the evening's key note address, ENRIQUE DUSSEL ([Iexico Cjty, lvlexico) advocated a non-Euroceniric approach to the role of Europe in world histor. He broughl forard that

traditional pattems of interpretation neglected the influences of non-European regions for the development of Europe, for instance the relations between anclent Greece and

Mesopotamia, Egypt and Phoenica for the design of ancient philosophy or the role of Chinese or Arabian knowledge for the deployment of European Enlightenment.

The third panel eremined ideas and political cultures. SELqUK ESENBEL (Boöazici, Turkey) presented global dimensions of European Nationhood. She illustrated this by

By referring to the diplomatic relations between Western Europe and Russia or the Eastern pad of the Mediterranean Sea, she pointed out that the boundaries of Europe were often

less than clear and that economic exchange and political relations often transcended the continent's borders.

The relatlons between the Papacy and Africa were the topic of LAMIN SANNEH'S (New Haven, USA) talk. He showed that relations between the Caiholic Church and Africa were

complained about the discrepancy between religious orders and the behaviour of Christian slave holders. ln the colonial age, missionaries were an integral part of European

African continent.

GAURI VISWANATHAN (Columbia, USA) illustrated the role of colonialism in European mass-education programs by referring to the fact that the British literary canon had been

becare not quite clear. Also in other European states, a literary canon was installed in the 1gth century in order to establish a common national culture without educational

bureaucracies having made a detour to colonial possessions. As in other presentations of the second and third panel, it was not always evident how far developments in Europe

entanglerents for European history still needed further research.

ln the fourth and final panel, which was about society and culture, MARCEL VAN DER LINDEN (Amsterdam, Netherlands) asked how work and management regimes on colonial

JüRGEN OSIERHAMI\4EL (Konstanz, Germany) investigated the extent to which European composers between the 17th and the early 20th century had been influenced by music

traditions from other paris of the world. His findings suggested that although exotic motives were used in some operas and Claude Debussy was deeply impressed by extra-

European musicians he heard at the 1899 world elhibiiion in Paris, European classical music was not fundamentally altered by these influences but largely based on European

traditions alone.
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their new home countries. She compared this strategy to that of the Jewish minority in former centuries as a way to reclaim an adequate position within the national community.

had deliberately adopted the l\ilediterranean flat roof style in order to realize cubistic abstractions of houses in actual construction.

ln her coment, GAURI VISWANATHAN (New York, USA) expounded the problem of the tem 'origin" that was used in the subtitle of the conference. ln her opinion, it rnade not

had been known in ancient Egypt or China.

it would be worthwhile to investigate also these topics within their international and imperial context.

ln the following discussion, several participants contired that it would be worthwhile to continue the debate. However, as ANDREAS ECKERT (Berlin, Gerreny) pointed out, it

would be crucial to invite scholars from the field of European history who were critical towards the approaches that were presented at this conference and would thus compel the

advocates of entangled history to sharpen their argurents. One obvious flaw of mny presentations was that they claired global causalities without really depicting the cause-

and-efiect chain, as JÖRN LEONHARD (Freiburg, Germany) pointed out. As a consequence, it was often not clear if a certain global connection really made Europe or if there was

rerely an unrolated coexjstence of European and non-Eu.opean concepts.

to revise their findings is still an open question. However, one of considerable heuristic value.

Conference Overuiew:

Sven Beckert (Cambridge, USA): lntroductory remarks

Jöm Leonhart (Freiburg, Germany): Welcore addrcss

Section l: Economic Developnent; Science

Chair: lbrahiff€ Thioub (Dakar, Senegal)

Aditya Mukherjee (New Delhi, lndia): Colonial lndiä in the World Economy and the Shaping of the Modern British Economy

Marcel Ngandu Mutorbo (Lubumbashi, DR of Congo): La D€pendance de la Belgique du Congo

Ken Pomeranz (lruine, USA): A New Wodd of Growth: European lndustrialization in Global Contex

Pratik Chakrabarty (Kent, UK): Globaliätion, Science and the History of Conquest: The Non-W€st and the ruking of Westem Science

Comment: lvlarcel Van der Linden (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

S*tion ll: Slate Fomalion
Chair: Andreas Eckert (Berlin, Germany)

Jeremy Adelmn (Princeton, USA): The Extra-European Origins of European Revolutions

Eric D. Weitz (Minneapolis, USA)r lmperial Governance and the Shaping of the Modern European State System

Lim Jie-Hyun (Seoul, South Korea): The lmpact of Colonialism on European Forms of l\,4ass Dictatorship

Comment: l\4ridula Mukherjee (New Delhi, lndia)

Keynote Address

lntroduction: Julia Seibert (Trier, Gemany):

Enrique Dussel (N4exico City, Mexico): Modern Europe in World History: A Non-Eurocentric lnterpretation

Section lll: ldeas and Political Cultures

Chair: illridula Mukherjee (New Delhi, lndia)

Selquk Esenbel (Boöazici, Turkey): The Global Dirensions of European Nationhood

Lamin Sanneh (New Haven, USA); The Papacy and Lessons from Africa: Gray's Anatomy of Christianity

cauri \lswanathan (New York, USA): Making Subjects: The Role of Colonialism in European Mass-Education Programs

Comment: David Simo (Yaound6, Cameroon)

Section lV: Society and Culture

Chair: David Sirc (Yaound6, Careroon)

Irarcel van der Linden (Amterdam, Netherlands): Outside ln: How Colonial l\4anagers and Workers Shaped European Labor Relations

- Jürgen Osterhammel (Konstanz, Germny): Global Horizons of European lvlusic-lraking, 17th to Early 20th Century

Naomi Davidson (Ottawa, Canada): Colonial lslams, l\4etropolitan lslams: Secularism and the Nation in France and Britain?

Jorge Liemur (Buenos Aires, Argentina): The Extra-European Origins of European Modernism

Comrent: Gauri Viswanathan (New York, USA)

Concluding Discussion

concluding remarks: Dominic Sachsenmaier (Durham, USA)
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